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Discussion Items:  
1. Shirley updated the committee with the following items: 

a. The school board approved building option 4 and the demolition of the district administration 
building. 

b. The need for lockers was discussed with students.  Some are for and some are against.  The new 
building will likely need to include at least a half size locker for coats and some belongings.  This 
will be discussed in greater detail in the next Steering Committee meeting. 

2. D/P/S reviewed the three systems to be included in the Life Cycle Cost Analysis (LCCA) based on the GoTo 
meeting held on September 8.  Some of the factors the selection of these systems was based on are: 
comfort, controls, minimizing of rooftop equipment and penetrations, easily maintained, proximity to service 
and parts, district standards, minimize mechanical footprint on square footage, water quality, noise/ vibration 
and redundancy of systems.   

a. Four Pipe Fan Coil with Energy Recovery Unit, Chilled Water and Hot Water Heating 
b. Active Chilled Beam with Chilled Water Cooling, Hot Water Heating and Energy Recovery Unit 
c. Ground Coupled Heat Pump System with Energy Recovery Unit 

i. Three possible locations were discussed for the borefield which includes approximately 
66 boreholes, 25’ apart.   

1. Football field: This requires replacement of the entire field and likely repair of part 
of the track.  This option is less expensive than some of the others, but 
coordinating the field’s replacement with football season is unlikely. 

2. Main parking lot:  This requires replacement of the parking lot which is the most 
costly option.  This work was planned to be included in the next phase of work.  
This would eliminate the use of the parking lot for the elementary school’s 
borefield. 

3. Area adjacent to the VoAg building: This is a possibility.  Potential work on the 
bus loop will be a factor in the extent of space to work with.  A cost is needed for 
this option. 

d. Matt Mulligan suggested a fourth system be evaluated: Variable Refrigerant Volume (VRV) heat 
pump with Heat Recovery, and Energy Recovery Unit on the Roof 

i. The initial cost for this system will likely be less than the others, but there is concern for 
maintainability of the system as it requires someone who is specially certified and trained 
to work with this system.  It also uses proprietary equipment. 

3. Matt (HB) presented the initial schematic design estimate.  He stressed that this is very fluid as this is 
early in the process.  As the design is more defined and developed, items will have to be prioritized.  
Certain line items will be budgeted higher while other will be budgeted less to compensate. 

a. HB met with a demolition sub prior to the meeting who evaluated the field house and 
administration building.  The approximate cost is about $70,000 for both buildings. 

b. HB contacted exerplay to discuss the possibility of relocating the existing play structures.  The 
cost of relocation will have to be evaluated with the cost of new equipment.  The younger play 
equipment may not be worth the move. 
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c. The FF&E (furniture, fixtures, and equipment) is budget 
owner separate and is not included in what HB presented. 

d. D/P/S to send a proposal for doing the furniture design.  
Vendors may offer to do this design for no cost, but the cost 
will be hidden somewhere within the service and Capitan may 
see more limited options. 

4. HB reviewed their proposed logistics plan. 
a. The construction fence may need to be altered if the younger play structure to the east remains 

during construction. 
b. Forest Rd may need to be repaired after use during construction as the large trucks and 

equipment could likely damage it.  When these repairs take place will have to be evaluated as 
there are multiple phases of work after the construction of the Secondary School.  This is also 
true for Tiger Drive located on the school’s property.  These costs should be factored into the 
logical phase’s budget. 

c. The logistics plan will be discussed in further detail as the project design continues to develop. 
5. D/P/S presented the proposed relocation concept plan for the play areas.  D/P/S assumed that two new 

play areas will be needed similar in size to the existing.  These two play areas are shown to be located 
within the courtyard. 

a. Becky and Jimmie expressed concern for the location and the lack and open space that will be 
available for the kids. 

b. The existing elementary and middle school basketball courts will be demolished as they are 
located within the new building’s footprint.   

c. Shirley suggested the possibility of creating a temporary court in the parking lot adjacent to the 
existing high school building. 

d. Becky reviewed the layout with staff after the steering committee meeting and responded with the 
outcome of those discussions.  Email is attached for reference. 

e. Capitan would like save as many existing trees as possible.  They offer great shade for the play 
areas and add beauty to the campus. 

6. The civil engineer, High Mesa Consulting, is trying to wrap up the master grading and drainage plan.  
Now that he has an approximate building footprint size and location, he can complete is required 
calculations.   

a. The strategy will be to send much of the site’s drainage load to the northeast toward the drainage 
channel along NM380, and the rest to the southeast.  The existing parking lot will ultimately drain 
to the northeast through a storm drain line.   

b. Once the existing high school is demolished, the proposed drain line can be installed.  In the 
meantime, a temporary retention pond will be required at the southeast corner of the site.  This 
will be no deeper than 18” and will have a controlled outlet flow to Forest Ave. 

c. Removal of the existing younger play structure will need to be coordinated with the installation of 
the temporary retention pond at the southeast corner of the site. 

7. D/P/S discussed the various pros and cons to different assemblies: metal roof versus TPO. 
a. Some committee members expressed concern for a TPO roof. D/P/S uses TPO roof on most 

schools and districts have found it to be easy to maintain and repair if needed. 
b. Hail is not an issue when the correct substrate is used with the system. 
c. Ovidiu stated that metal roofing can sometimes last longer. 
d. Metal roofing is more costly than TPO roof and harder to repair.  Detailing penetrations is 

challenge. 
8. D/P/S reviewed different roof design strategies including how the various approaches would handle 

drainage. 
9. Various process models were briefly shown showing the impact of different roof lines. 
10. D/P/S presented the Schematic Design digital model.  The model is monochromatic and material-less at 

this point and is intended to get general approval on the overall look.  The committee had the following 
comments: 

a. The majority of the committee did not like the “butterfly” roof over the administration area.  Some 
thought it looked too “California” and too “technical” and generally did not tie in with Capitan.  The 
community should be considered more. 

b. All liked the amount of glass at the main entry and administration and supervision it would offer 
staff of the campus. 
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c. All liked the amount of glazing at the media center and the 
visual connection it offered between the courtyard on the 
north and field on the south of the building. 

d. All like the upside down “L” shaped windows that are similar 
in look to those at the mid school building. 

e. Many would prefer a more “rustic feel.” 
f. Some committee members were concerned with the lack of relationship with the existing middle 

school building.   
g. Ovidiu mentioned the importance of balancing the glazing with an efficient wall assembly.  Glass 

has less r-value.  The cost also needs to be considered.  Glass versus solid wall will need to be 
evaluated.  

h. Generally the committee liked the design, but strongly disliked the “butterfly” roof.  D/P/S is to 
send out alternate roof options for the administration area.   

11. The Schematic Design package is due Friday, 9/26 and D/P/S would like to include the LCCA.  For B&P’s 
purposes, D/P/S will share the model presented with them for their energy modeling and calculations to 
not hold up the completion of the LCCA.   

12. Alternative roof options were sent to the committee on 9/19 for feedback and are attached to this 
document.  The majority of responses favored option 1.   

13. The next steering committee meeting will be 10/1 at 6:00pm. 
 
 

This report is assumed to be a true and accurate account of this communication unless notice to the 
contrary is received within 10 calendar days of issue. 

 
End of Report 




